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In this paper we describe a layered approach, which allows the adaplation of the
viruali7ation content according to the wer's needs using rnetadata. In conmt fo existing
approaches, the educator can adjust both the level of explanation and the lwrl of intenctivily of an
animation, thus intluencing ihe presenlation and the resultr of the algorihrns being illustrated
accord~nsto a desired lrvel of functionaiily and appemce, ruitable for the specific needs of the
leamer. Our approach is similar to a middlewm approach. In this ihreatier model, the lowest layer
of this pmdign suttr the progammer. On the middle layer, which is mmposed of variow services
common to all educational animations, such as rnanagement of data, conml. interaction level and
presenlation, actr the educator. The wer intedace of the current educational visualizhtion is the top
layer medium with which the end-wer (leamer) inrenctr.
Overview:

Meta-Data within Algorithmic Animations
One way in which soflware evolves is to push a configuration out onto the User and to rnake the program as
intrrdctive as possiblc. An alternative way is 10 defer such decisions until nintime. or to push configuration decisions
out into the data. Data itself become rnore universal and reusable when it is accompanied by meta-data. As meradiira we define data h a t describe other data nther than aspects of the application dornain itself. These data rnay
becorne even more general and independent when they are integrated into the code, which may be ~ansferredover
the lnternet h i n g the object-oriented language Java to implement data to be described. the use of meta-data or code
descriptions as objects has great advantages. lnstead of using rnela-data in i s general t e m and traditional role, to
create universal descriptions of objects (for example in digiial library systerns) these meta-daia are used instead to
describe properties. Runtime mechanisrns for accessing, altering, adding and removing meta-data or properties at
runtirne should be provided by the programmer in order to integrale dara with rneia-data seemlessly.
Several works have dealt with classiiications of meta-data, f0r example [Bahm et al. 941 or [InfoQuilt]. InfoQuilt
classified meta-data into two categories: content-dependent and content-independent rneta-daia. All o f the methods
used to classify meta-data make use of meta-data in its traditional sense of descnbing data to facilitatc search
activities of the data (in general the documents) they describe. That is, the meta-data descriptors are associated in a
fixed way with the dala Sets and as granular as defincd initially. However, meta-data can also be Seen as Parameters
that are passed to some object of a System in order 10 change its behaviour as well as pmviding information, which
will help search engines In order to change the brhaviour (dynamic propeny of a resource allowing it to be
integrated into a desinble context) of an object, it should be possible to change pararneters on die fly. For this
purpose dynamtc meta-data are needrd, rxtending the static nature of meta-data in the traditional sense.
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9 a t i c Meta-data
Static meta-data are meta-data that are used to create universal and widely applicable descriptions of objects,
which rnay not change the behavior of the dcscribed object. Examples are [IEEE-LOM] and [DC].
Uvnamrc mrta-data

We suggest the use of thc new terrn '.dynamic rneta-data". describing the possibility to adapt the content of an
objrct accurding 10 the value given in thc description nnd ihe ability 10 change the value of a parametcr of a
given object in order to change its behaviour. As an example of dynamic meta-data we examined the Ethemet
protocol. Ln the visualization of this protocol, changing the value of ihe metbdala field "PROBLEM" (beinZ
represented in thc prograrn as a propeny) from "Collision" lo "Shortframe': rnay change the whole behavior of

meta-data can in its turn be divided in10 the following tW0 categories.
We further subdivide into horizontal and vertical dynamic metadata. Horizontal mela-rlala contain infomation
that does not depend on the content of the algorithm to be visualized. The meta-data fields deiined within this
category are common for all visualization units, and thus can be applied to all animations. Vertical meta-data
are used when the decision of changing the value of a field is up to the User. Parameter panel is an adequate
representation of these meta-data.

the algotithm to be visualized. Dynamic

We use the itBeanKit Cuiteractive Eaching Bean Kit) to develop animation chains consisting of modular animations
visualizing the steps of an algorithm. The itBeanKit comprises the following levels:
Programmer
First, the programmer identifies animation objects that visualize the steps of an algorithm. He defines the
smallest entities of the algorithm and develops them a black-box soflware components, which may be re-used
for the development of other algorithms. The pmgrammer specifies animation actions at particular points in the
algorithm chain aceording to a predefined set of meta-data. The programmer's view h a been described in
detail in [Elsaddik et al. 991.
Edt<caror
As a middleware actor, according to the needs of the end-user. the educator may convert an algorithm
developed by the programmer to a series of animation sequences by mapping algorithm variables, specibing
animation actions, and associating execution points in the algorithmic chain to perform the desired animation.
He uses dynamic meta-data, which have been pre-defined by the programmer.
Learner
For the leamer, a visualization window is divided into three areas: an animation pane, an explanation area, and
a Parameter pane. The animation pane displays the resulting animation envisioned by the educator. The
explanation area displays some hints and infomation concerning the visualized algorithm. The Parameter pane
is divided into two parü: interactive utilities and a VCR, allowing the leamer to control the Progress of the
animation. The interactive utilities pane depends on the algorithm and on the topic, defined by the programmer
and customized by the educator. The animation may request intermediate input fmm the leamer. allowing him
to control the path of the algorithm.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The itBeanKit provides an envimnment in which an educator, without conventional programming skills, can build
an interactive visualization of an algoriihm. We currently extend the itBeanKit, particularly by increaing the
available choice of components. As a pmtotype, we implemented animations. for example "Ethernet" or "JPEG".
Details can be found under the URL

htt~:i!w~vw.kom.e-technik.tu-damstadt.de~~roiectsiiteacMitbeanki~a~~let~'~aradelektionlindex.htmL
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